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Establishment of Stomato-facial and Neuro-cranial Medicine : Disclosure of Major 
Causes of Intractable Immune Diseases， Including Psychiatry， by Means of 
Diagnosis Ex-juvantibus via the Bi-Digital O-Ring Test. 
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The author has already reported on the new revolutionizing therapeutic method for 
immune diseases applying the Bi-Digital O-Ring Test (Ohmura， Y. 1997幽2010;a.k.a. 

BDORT) and reported in several papers. Following that， the author established 
Stomato-facial and Neuro-cranial Medicine to develop effective therapeutic methods 
for intractable immune diseases， including psychiatry and carcinoma， from following 
the characteristics of man， the vertebrate: Man is a mammal of evolving vertebrates 
constructed with multiple visceral organs and multiple sensory organs concomitant 
with visceral and skeletal muscles， all of which are constructed by 60 trillion 
multiple cells and are controlled by the unified system as an integrated whole. Each 
cell has thousands of mitochondria which were parasites derived from archetype 
prokaryote aerobic bacteria with genes some two billion years ago. The life system 
of higher multicellular mammals is that 1) at the cellular levellife is the remodelling 
system of a part of or all cell components of a high molecular organic substance 
concomitant with a turnover of energy metabolism which is supplied by 
mitochondria and controlled by the gene information system， and 2) at the animal 
body level， all of the multiple organs and tissues constructed by 60 trillion cells are 
controlled by the unified system via not only the cardiovascular system and the 
neuro-muscular system but also by the following five kinds of energy systems， 

namely: a) The environmental energy system including gravitation of the earth and 
moderate thermal temperatures and atmospheric energy; b) The visceral digestive 
tract and somato locomotive system moving under mitochondrial energy are 
primarily supplied by the cardiovascular medium system and controlled by stimuli 
via the neural system; c) Each cell has a nucleus and many mitochondria both of 
which have genes. Mitochondrial energy metabolism is inevitable for life activity， i.e.， 

cellular remodelling. Without mitochondrial activity no turnover of life activity 
occurs. Mitochondria generate cytokines by which cellular communications are 
carried out; d) Biomechanical stimuli are converted in an organism by 
hydrodynamics with streaming potential. This streaming potential triggers the gene 
expression of stem cells. By this mechanism morphological transformation in 
ontogeny as well as phylogeny， namely evolution， takes place; e) The immune 
system in animals is the cytological digestive system. Immunity at the cytological 
level is the life activity of cells which depend upon mitochondrial activity to run 
perfectly. The Stomato-facial and neurocranium system is， for humans， the 
individuallife system itself. The face represents individual features and there also 
exist the five sensory organs. The face， namely viscerocranium， is a branchial gut 
which represents all of the gut. In the face 10 cranial nerves in 12 are distributed 
out of viscerocranium. The gut system and the cerebral neural system are united 
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by the pituitary gland， namely the hypophysis， of which the anterior lobe arises 
from the oral epithelium in the embryo， and the posterior lobe from the fioor of the 
diencephalon. The hypophysis， pineal gland and choroid plexus have no blood-brain 
barrier. Therefore， granulocytes containing tremendous numbers of viruses or 
bacteria enter into the liquor of the cerebrum， and they then disseminate microbes 
into neurons or glia cells. The author disclosed that intractable immune diseases are 
not auto-immune diseases but opportunistic infections or autotoxic diseases which 
are caused by their own non-pathogenic common enteromicrobes. The concept of 
“auto immunity" and “re bellion of leukocytes" as well as、elf-not-self 
immunology" is a misunderstanding of science. Leukocytes never rebel but are 
contaminated by enteromicrobes. The author has disclosed that intractable immune 
diseases， including psychiatry and carcinoma， are severe cases of maladies which 
have been known since 50 years ago as opportunistic infections or autotoxic 
diseases， histiocytosis， granulomatosis， or sarcoidosis， which have been brought 
about by non-pathogenic common enteromicrobes. These diseases are caused by 
intracellular infections in various tissues or organs by means of infected 
granulocytes through Waldeyer' s lymphoadenoid tissue by mouth breathing and 
through GAL T by cooling the gut with cold drinks. Due to intracellular infection， 

deterioration of mitochondria in infected organ cells occurs， resulting in a 
disturbance of the specific function of the cells. Therefore， at the cellular level， 

immune diseases take place due to the deterioration of mitochondria by various 
causes. Surveying by BDORT not only in the patient directly， but also in CT 
scanning film， intracellularly infected organs or tissues can thereby be detected and 
known as to what kinds of medicines or bifidus factors are most effective to cure 
the infection. The author has established Stomato-facial and N euro-cranial Medicine 
to apply effective， new therapeutic methods for treating not only immune-diseases 
but also mental illness and carcinoma by means of controlling environmental energy 
and biomechanical habitual behavior， preventing intracellular infection as well as 
activating mitochondria， and administered effective antibiotics， antiviral agents， and 
bifidus factors to various patients. All intractable immune diseases occur from the 
same causes and mechanisms for patients by inadequate energy absorption and by 
biomechanical energy evoked by habitual behavior and by intracellularly 
disseminated common enteromicrobes via granulocytes， Therefore， all kinds of 
intractable immune diseases， including psychiatry and carcinoma， can be prevented， 

treated， and cured by a pro五cientStomato-facial and N euro-cranial practitioner 
when the case is not too late. 
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